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Bailey, David - Geosciences


Bailey, Mark – Computer Science


Balkan, Erol - Economics


Bartle, John – German and Russian Languages and Literature


Beck, Charlotte - Archaeology


**Bedient, Richard - Mathematics**


**Billiter, William J. – Alumni Relations**


**Borton, Jennifer - Psychology**


**Boutin, Debra - Mathematics**


**Brewer, Karen - Chemistry**


**Buchman, Heather - Music**


———. Conductor. *Bernhard Krol Capriccio da Camera for Trombone and 7 Instruments*. Faculty Ensemble Recital, Eastman School of Music. 18 November 2007.

———. Performer. Society for New Music, Syracuse University. 16 October 2007.


**Burke, Jessica – Hispanic Studies**


**Burr, Jean - Psychology**

Cafruny, Alan - Government


________. "Monetary Union and the Transatlantic and Social Dimensions of Europe's Crisis." *New Political Economy* 12, no. 2 (June, 2007): 141-165.


Campbell, Alistair – Computer Science


Carter, Rand – Art History


Chambliss, Daniel - Sociology


Chang, Wei-Jen – Biology


Chung, Haeng-ja – Anthropology

Collett, Katherine - Library


Connolly, Natalia - Physics


Cryer, Mark - Theater

Cryer, Mark. “99.” theater performance, Clarke University, Dubuque, Iowa, 2007

De Swaan, Sylvia - Art

De Swaan, Sylvia. Work Zone, Photographs of Artists at Work at Sculpture Space, exhibit, Herkimer Community College: 200.

Domack, Eugene - Geosciences


Elgren, Timothy - Chemistry


Ericson, Randall – Library

Ericson, Randall. Editor. American Communal Societies Quarterly.

Gant, L Ella - Art


Garrett, Janetta - Biology

Georges, Christophe - Economics


Gilbert, Dennis - Sociology


Gold, Barbara - Classics


Goldberg, Steve – Art History


Goodale, Nathan - Anthropology


Kuijt, Ian and Nathan B. Goodale. “Lithic Technology of the Pre-Pottery Neolithic A and the Late Natufian Occupations of ‘Iraq ed-Dubb, Jordan.” In *Systems Techniques et*

Guttman, Naomi - English


Hagstrom, Paul - Economics


Haley, Shelley - Classics


Hamessley, Lydia – Music


Heekin, Elaine - Dance


Herold, Ken – Library


Hewitt, Gordon – Institutional Research

Mariani, M. D., and G.J. Hewitt. “Indoctrination U.?: The Effect of Faculty Ideology on Changes in Student Political Orientation.” PS: Political Science and Politics. Forthcoming

Hirshfield, Stuart – Computer Science


Hopkins, Robert - Music


Irons, Jennifer - Sociology


Irwin, Robert – Computer Science


Isserman, Maurice - History

Janack, Marianne – Philosophy


Jones, Camille - Chemistry


Jones, Derek – Economics


Jones, George – Archaeology


Jones, Gordon - Physics


Kamiya, Masaaki – East Asian Languages and Literature

Kamiya, Masaaki. "\[BF\, (BMovement of Arguments and Negative Feature\, BF\, (B. In Explorations of Phase Theory: Interpretation at the Interfaces, ed. Kleanthes K. Grohmann. New York: de Gruyter, Forthcoming.


Kantrowitz, Robert – Mathematics


_____. "Is the optimal rectangle a square?" Pi Mu Epsilon Journal. 12, no. 7 (2007): 405-415.

Keller, Shoshana – History


Kim, Alan - Philosophy


King, James – Physical Education


Kirschner, Karl - Chemistry


Krueger, Roberta - French


LaDousa, Chaise - Anthropology


Lakshmi, Aishwarya - English


Larson, Doran - English


Latrell, Craig - Theater

Latrell, Craig. “Exotic Dancing: Performing tribal and regional identities in East Malaysia’s cultural villages.” *TDR*. Forthcoming.


Lehmann, Ted – Government

Lemasurier, Michelle - Mathematics


Li, Cheng - Government


_____., “Foreign Policy and Constitutional Change in China.” *Orbis.* Forthcoming.


MacDonald, Scott – Comparative Literature


_____., “Gentle Iconoclast: An Interview with David Gatten.” *Film Quarterly.* 61, no. 2 (Winter 2007-2008):36-44.


_____., “Rethinking the Film Experience.” *Environmental History,* 12, no. 2 (April 2007):328-330.


Major, Seth – Physics

Marcus, Russell – Philosophy


Martin, Robert - Government


Mason, Susan – Education Studies and Oral Communications


_____.

_____.

_____.

McEnroe, John – Art History


_____.

_____.

Mckee, Tara - Psychology


Miller, SueAnn - Biology


Mockus, Martha – Women’s Studies


_____.

_____.

Muirhead, Robert - Art


_____.

_____.
Murtaugh, Rebecca - Art


Mwantuali, Joseph - French


Norton, Leslie - Dance


Oerlemans, Onno - English


Omori, Kyoko – East Asian Languages and Literature


O'Neal, John - French


Orvis, Stephen - Government


Owen, Ann - Economics


Owens-Manley, Judith – Community Research


Paquette, Robert - History
____. “A ‘Horde of Brigands’?: The Great Louisiana Slave Revolt of 1811 Reconsidered.” Historical Reflections/Réflexions Historique. 34 (Summer 2008).

Paris, David - Government


Pellman, Samuel - Music

_____. m45. New Music Festival, Aaron Copland School of Music at Queens College, Queens, NY: 17 November 2007.
_____. Composer. m17. Available at http://academics.hamilton.edu/music/spellman/SFP/audio/m17aST.mp3
_____. Composer. m17. m45. Available at http://academics.hamilton.edu/music/spellman/SFP/audio/SN_CA14st.mp3
_____. Composer. m17. ngc2440. Available at http://academics.hamilton.edu/music/spellman/SFP/audio/ngc2440_aST.mp3

Pfitsch, William - Biology


Phelan, Catherine Waite - Communication


Rabinowitz, Nancy – Comparative Literature


Rabinowitz, Peter – Comparative Literature


Ravven, Heidi – Religious Studies


Rayne, Todd - Geosciences


Redfield, Robert – Mathematics


_____. “Lattice-ordered matrix rings over the integers.”  *Communications in Algebra.* 35, no. 7 (July 2007): 2160-2170.

_____. “Positive derivations on archimedean lattice-ordered rings.”  *Positivity.* Forthcoming.


Reynolds, Patrick – Biology


Rivera, Sharon - Government


Rivera Cordero, Victoria – Hispanic Studies


Rubino, Carl - Classics


Russell, LaurieAnn – Alumni Relations


Rutz, Henry - Anthropology

**Salzillo, William - Art**


**Seager, Richard – Religious Studies**


**Shields, George - Chemistry**


**Silversmith, Ann - Physics**


**Simon, Robert - Philosophy**


**Simons, Janet – Information Technology Services**

Snyder-Lee, Nicole - Chemistry


Terrell, Katherine - English

Terrell, Katherine. “Rethinking the ‘Corse in Clot’: Cleanliness, Filth, and Bodily Decay in Pearl.” *Studies in Philology* 105 (Fall 2008): Forthcoming.


Tewksbury, Barbara - Geosciences


Thickstun, Margaret - English


Trivedi, Lisa - History


Urgo, Joseph – Dean of Faculty


Urciuoli, Bonnie - Anthropology


Vasantkumar, Christopher – Asian Studies and Anthropology


Vaughan, Jonathan - Psychology


Videras, Julio - Economics


Williams, Jay – Religious Studies

_____._Religion, what it has been and what it is._ NY: YBK Publishing, Forthcoming.
_____._“Review of Patt-Shamer, _To Broaden the Way._”_ Dao. 7, no. 1 (Spring 2008).
_____._“Review: the 14th Dalai Lama and J. Hopkins, _Yoga Tantra._”_ The Quest. (July/August 2007).


Wu, Stephen – Economics


Wyckoff, Paul - Government


Xu, De Bao – East Asian Languages and Literature


Yao, Steven - English


_____._“Toward a Prehistory of Asian American Verse: Pound, Cathay, and the Poetics of Chineseness,”_ _Representations_. 99, Special Issue: Forms of Asia (Summer 2007): 130-158.